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Diver Bo Pruitt, left, listens to medical advice from Dive Medical Technician Tyler Sexton, 

right, before beginning his dive training at Cosmos Fitness in Marietta on Feb. 26. ‘Replenishing 

electrolytes and fluid balance are key,’ Sexton said. 

Jon-Michael Sullivan 

  

EAST COBB - At noon today, Bo Pruitt, 46, of Marietta, will likely breathe air naturally for the 

first time in 24 hours. 

 

Since noon on Saturday, Pruitt - also known as ScuBo - has remained underwater in his scuba 

gear in preparation of his attempt to break the world record for the longest open saltwater dive, 

by staying underwater for just over two days. He will do so at Florida Keys Community College 

in Key West, Fla., from June 3 to 5.  

 

On Saturday afternoon, Pruitt was already underwater when he granted the Journal an interview 

at Cosmos Fitness on Sandy Plains Road, where he is currently training. He began training in 

August at The Dive Shop nearby. 

 

Pruitt said he came up with the idea to break the diving record while lying on the bottom of the 

ocean and watching beautiful fish swim near a reef, during a trip to Venice Beach, Fla. 

 

"I decided that I could stay there for a long, long time," said Pruitt, who owns a small advertising 

company. 

 



"So I looked into the record and found that the record was always 48 hours and decided that at 

my age of 46, this would probably be my last chance in life to be the best in the world at 

something." 

 

A record of 48 hours, 8 minutes and 17 seconds, was set by United Kingdom native William 

Goodman, then age 33, in Indonesia in January 2010, according to Guinness World Records' 

website. Goodman needed to dive in water of a depth no less than 32 feet 9 inches and no part of 

his body or equipment could break the surface of the water at any time.  

 

However, World Records Academy claims that Ivan Zhelezarov of Bulgaria, a 27-year-old 

diving instructor, spent 50 hours and 2 minutes underwater off Bulgaria's Black Sea coast in 

August, to break Goodman's record.  

 

To be on the safe side, Pruitt plans to stay underwater for 51 consecutive hours.  

 

Prior to Saturday, Pruitt spent up to 12 hours underwater at a time. Saturday was the first time he 

attempted to remain for 24 hours. He did so in 5 feet of water in the fitness center's indoor 

swimming pool. 

 

It's estimated that Pruitt will have used up to 12 air tanks during his 24 hour dive. 

 

A team of three professional divers have assisted him by bringing him food such as beef jerky 

and dried cheese, drink and air tanks. They also pass the time with him by playing chess and 

other games, said diver Chris Dockery, 23, of east Cobb. 

 

While Dockery acknowledged that 51 hours underwater is a daunting feat, he said he is fully 

onboard to assist and will be traveling with Pruitt to Key West. 

 

"We're going to have shifts between us and some of the other divers to make sure everyone is 

rested, that he's got air, is hydrated and got food, as well as entertainment," Dockery said.  

 

The other divers include Sharon Budrow and Marshall Goldman. 

 

One thing the divers aren't assisting Pruitt in is personal relief. His dry suit is specially equipped 

for that important purpose. 

 

To communicate with his team above surface, Pruitt wears a face mask while speaking through a 

digital, dual channel communication devise, said team physician Dr. Tyler Sexton of Marietta, a 

diver medic and certified hyperbaric technologist. 

 

For dives, Sexton checks Pruitt's blood pressure and periodically performs neurological 

assessments. He said the 6-foot-1, 218 pound Pruitt is in good physical condition after being 

placed on a strict cardio workout program. He has already lost 13 pounds and is on schedule to 

lose another 18 pounds before June. 

 

"When you're under stress, your blood pressure can rise 30 to 50 points," Sexton said. "So you 



want to make sure you have good blood pressure in the first place. You definitely have to be in 

shape." 

 

With a number of sponsors and his family supporting him, Pruitt said he is confident he will 

become the new record holder. 

 

In April 2009, he lost his wife, Barbara Pruitt, to cancer. Scuba diving, he said, has since 

provided an escape and way to relax. 

 

However, in additional to breaking a world record, Pruitt said he would like his forthcoming dive 

to get more people interested in recreational scuba diving. 

 

For updates on Bo Pruitt's world record scuba diving quest, follow him on Facebook. Search for 

"Scubo Pruitt."  
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